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ACKR1 favors transcellular over paracellular T-cell
diapedesis across the blood-brain barrier in
neuroinflammation in vitro
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The migration of CD4+ effector/memory T cells across the blood–brain barrier (BBB) is a
critical step in MS or its animal model, EAE. T-cell diapedesis across the BBB can occur
paracellular, via the complex BBB tight junctions or transcellular via a pore through the
brain endothelial cell body. Making use of primary mouse brain microvascular endothelial cells (pMBMECs) as in vitro model of the BBB, we here directly compared the transcriptome profile of pMBMECs favoring transcellular or paracellular T-cell diapedesis by
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq). We identified the atypical chemokine receptor 1 (Ackr1) as
one of the main candidate genes upregulated in pMBMECs favoring transcellular T-cell
diapedesis. We confirmed upregulation of ACKR1 protein in pMBMECs promoting transcellular T-cell diapedesis and in venular endothelial cells in the CNS during EAE. Lack of
endothelial ACKR1 reduced transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs under physiological flow in vitro. Combining our previous observation that endothelial ACKR1 contributes to EAE pathogenesis by shuttling chemokines across the BBB, the present data
support that ACKR1 mediated chemokine shuttling enhances transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB during autoimmune neuroinflammation.
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Introduction
The blood-brain barrier (BBB) is a functional and physical barrier
mainly established by highly specialized central nervous system
(CNS) microvascular endothelial cells. As such, the BBB is one
of the barriers between blood and the CNS parenchyma [1,2].
The main function of the BBB is to maintain CNS homeostasis, a
requirement for proper neuronal activity. This is achieved by the
unique set of properties of the brain endothelial cells (review in
[3]), such as the lack of fenestrae, the low pinocytotic activity, the
expression of specific transporters, and the presence of continuous
and complex adherence and tight junctions (AJs and TJs) between
BBB endothelial cells, which inhibit the paracellular diffusion of
potentially harmful molecules.
In its function to maintain CNS homeostasis, the BBB also
strictly controls immune cell entry into the CNS parenchyma
[4,5]. Under physiological conditions, immune surveillance of the
CNS is characterized by controlled lymphocyte trafficking, which
does not affect CNS homeostasis [4]. However, in neuroinflammatory conditions — such as MS or its animal model, EAE — high
numbers of CD4+ T cells cross the BBB at the level of postcapillary venules, causing CNS inflammation. CD4+ T-cell extravasation across the BBB has been extensively studied and is characterized by a multistep cascade of consecutive molecular interactions between CD4+ T cells and BBB endothelial cells (summarized in [6]). First, T-cell arrest on the BBB is mediated by the
interaction between endothelial VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 with their
integrin ligands on the T cells – α4β1 (VLA-4) and αLβ2 (LFA1) integrins, respectively. Subsequent polarization and crawling
of CD4+ T cells on the BBB in search of permissive sites of diapedesis is mediated by endothelial ICAM-1 and ICAM-2 [7]. In
this context extended crawling of T-cells against the direction of
blood flow is characteristic for the BBB, highlighting the unique
barrier properties of this vascular bed [8,9].
T-cell diapedesis across the BBB occurs via two different
pathways: paracellular, via the endothelial cell-to-cell contacts
between adjacent endothelial cells, or transcellular, via a pore
through the endothelial cell body itself [6]. In peripheral vascular beds immune cell diapedesis occurs almost exclusively via
the paracellular pathway through the endothelial junctions. It was
originally thought that the complexity of the BBB tight junctions
would prohibit paracellular T-cell diapedesis, thus favoring transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB [10]. Recent observations have however challenged this view, as at least under low
inflammatory conditions T cells preferentially cross the BBB via
the paracellular pathway [11,12], while more severe inflammatory conditions result in a significant increase in transcellular diapedesis [10, 11].
The active role of the BBB endothelial cells in directing the cellular pathway of T-cell diapedesis prompted us to further explore
the cellular and molecular mechanisms involved. To this end, we
made use of our well-established in vitro BBB model, in which
primary mouse brain microvascular endothelial cells (pMBMECs)
form a tight and polarized monolayer and favor transcellular or
paracellular T-cell diapedesis under physiological flow depending
© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
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on the cytokine stimulus applied prior to the assay. We directly
compared the transcriptome profile of pMBMECs favoring transcellular or paracellular T-cell diapedesis by RNA sequencing
(RNA-seq) analysis to identify potential endothelial target genes
involved in directing transcellular or paracellular T-cell diapedesis
across the BBB. Among the final candidate genes, we identified
the atypical chemokine receptor 1 (Ackr1) significantly upregulated in pMBMECs favoring transcellular T-cell diapedesis. As we
have previously observed an active role for ACKR1 in the pathogenesis of EAE, we next explored the role of ACKR1 in mediating transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB. While pMBMECs lacking ACRK1 supported T-cell arrest and crawling indistinguishable to WT pMBMECs, we observed reduced transcellular
T-cell diapedesis across ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under physiological
flow by in vitro live-cell imaging. Our data identify ACKR1 as one
molecule contributing to transcellular T-cell diapedesis across our
in vitro BBB model.

Results
Transcriptome profiling of cytokine-stimulated
pMBMECs
To identify endothelial target genes potentially involved in directing T cells to paracellular or transcellular sites of diapedesis across
the BBB, we profiled the transcriptome of differentially cytokinestimulated pMBMECs by RNA-seq. To this end, we made use of
our previous observation that stimulating pMBMECs specifically
with either 10 ng/mL TNF-α or 20 ng/mL IL-1β induces low or
high cell surface levels of ICAM-1 [11]. While low cell surface
levels of ICAM-1 maintain T-cell crawling preferentially to paracellular sites of diapedesis, high endothelial cell surface levels of
ICAM-1 reduce T-cell crawling and favor transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs under physiological flow, respectively
[11] (Fig. 1A).
Transcriptome profiling of non-stimulated pMBMECs was
included as a baseline control. The RNA from five independent
biological samples per condition was isolated and sequenced
(Fig. 1B). Principal component analysis (PCA) showed three
clearly distinct clusters of samples for TNF-α, IL-1β, and nonstimulated (Supplementary Figure S1A). Although one IL-1β sample did not cluster with the other four samples, we decided against
excluding this sample to avoid the introduction of any hypothesisdriven data manipulation. Interestingly, principal component 1
(X-axis), which explained the vast majority of the variability in
our samples (82%), showed non-stimulated and IL-1β stimulated samples most distanced, with TNF-α-stimulated samples in
between both, confirming the diverse transcriptomic profile of
pMBMECs depending on the respective cytokine stimulation. The
purity of the samples and presence of possible contaminants was
assessed by checking the gene expression of known markers [1,
13]. (http://betsholtzlab.org/VascularSingleCells/database.html)
for endothelial cells, pericytes, astrocytes, and choroid
plexus epithelial cells (Fig. 1C). As expected, the pMBMECs
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 1. Workflow and RNA-seq analysis of cytokine-stimulated pMBMECs. (A) Schematic representation of T-cell diapedesis pathway across
pMBMECs in association with the endothelial ICAM-1 levels. T-cell, endothelial cells, and junctions were adapted from Servier Medical Art
(http://smart.servier.com/), licensed under a Creative Common Attribution 3.0 Generic License. (B) Diagram of RNA-seq study design. pMBMECs
were stimulated for 4 h with 10 ng/ml TNF-α or 20 ng/ml IL-1β. RNA was isolated at five different timepoints in parallel producing five biological
replicates per experimental group and the samples were sequenced. (C) RNA-seq expression level of the chosen genes shown as normalized reads.
CP, Choroid Plexus. Data shown as mean ± SD of the respective five biological replicates. Statistical analysis was performed using the BenjaminiHochberg algorithm on the p-values in order to obtain the False Discovery Rate (FDR). ***FDR ≤ 0.001; ****FDR ≤ 0.0001. (D) Volcano plot of IL-1β
versus TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs gene expression. Differentially expressed genes between IL-1β and TNFα stimulation were identified and further selected according to selected criteria described in detail in Results and Materials and methods. Volcano plot shows gene expression as log2 Fold
Change between normalized mean of reads from IL-1β versus TNF-α stimulated pMBMECs. FDR is shown as -log10 for visualization purposes; 1.3
on the Y-axis is the equivalent of -log10 of 0.05 and was considered as a threshold for positive selection. Green and red dotted lines represent the
selection thresholds. Black dots: genes with adjusted FDR < 1.3; Red dots: genes with log2 -fold change between -1 and 1 and FDR ≥ 1.3; Green dots:
genes with simultaneous FDR ≥ 1.3 and log2 -fold change ≤ -1 or ≥ 1. Genes labeled in green were selected for further steps.

transcriptomes showed high expression of endothelial cellspecific markers and low to absent expression of markers for
pericytes, astrocytes, or epithelial cells. We found significantly
higher ICAM-1 mRNA expression levels in IL-1β versus TNF-α
and non-stimulated pMBMECs (Fig. 1C). This observation nicely
corroborated that the chosen timepoint of 4 h after cytokine
stimulation for transcriptome profiling of pMBMECs reflects
the differential ICAM-1 protein expression levels as previously
observed in TNF-α versus IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs at 16
h after stimulation [7, 11, 14]. The significant Icam1 mRNA

© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
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upregulation upon TNF-α stimulation (∼2.9 log2 -fold increase
compared to non-stimulated pMBMECs) and upon IL-1β stimulation (∼3.9 log2 -fold increase compared to non-stimulated
pMBMECs), resulting in ∼1 log2 fold increase of Icam1 mRNA
in IL-1β- vs TNFα-stimulated pMBMECs, confirmed that the
pMBMECs used in our transcriptomic study responded to the
inflammatory stimuli used in our experimental design.
In order to select candidate genes potentially directing transcellular versus paracellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs,
we first identified differentially regulated transcripts between
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Figure 2. Functions and relative expression levels of 67 selected candidate genes. (A) Number of genes per functional category for the 67 selected
genes. Each gene was manually assigned to one category according to information collected from IPA or UniProt repositories. (B) Heatmap for
relative gene expression level (shown as Z-score) for each of the selected 67 genes among all the different replicates and stimulations. Relative
expression levels are shown in shades of blue, black, and orange. As Icam1 expression levels were used as a reference for transcellular T-cell
diapedesis, Icam1 is not included in this analysis.

IL-1β and TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs, favoring transcellular and
paracellular diapedesis, respectively [11]. From the whole pMBMECs transcriptome, consisting of a total of 47069 transcripts,
3703 transcripts were found to be significantly upregulated or
downregulated in IL-1β stimulated pMBMECs when compared
to TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs. To identify the most relevant
candidates, we performed a series of consecutive selections
(summarized in Supporting Information Figure S1B). As a first
step, we applied the following selection criteria to the whole
transcriptome of IL-1β versus TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs: base
mean of normalized reads between all the conditions ≥100; log2 fold change ≥ 1 or ≤-1 and false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05. By
applying these parameters, we found 196 differentially regulated
transcripts of genes that met our selection criteria (Fig. 1D)
and were therefore positively selected for further consideration.
The most significantly upregulated genes upon IL-1β stimulation
(green dots on the right side of Fig. 1D) encode for the cytokine
Csf3 and for various chemokines such as Cxcl5, Cxcl1, Cxcl2, and
Cxcl3 ( Supporting Information Table 1). Since the receptors of
these chemokines have been reported to be mostly expressed on
myeloid cells [15,16], we decided to not favor these genes in our
candidate selection. Next, we investigated the function of each of
the remaining 196 selected genes. Taking advantage of the repository Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), transcripts of genes with
© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH

known functions related to cell movement, cytoskeleton remodeling, membrane trafficking, cell adhesion, and other functions or
pathways potentially associated with T-cell diapedesis were positively selected, for a total of 67 transcripts of genes, with varying
expression levels among the different stimulations (Fig. 2A and
B). As functional testing of 67 candidate genes was not possible,
in the next step 3 of the authors performed independently and
exactly at the same time in-depth literature searches on these 67
candidate genes and categorized them on known gene functions
(cell movement, cytoskeleton remodeling, membrane trafficking,
cell adhesion, endothelial expression, known roles in immune
cell diapedesis in general) but also considering the availability
of reagents to verify a potential function of the target gene
product in transcellular diapedesis (availability of antibodies,
function-blocking reagents, knock-out mice, zebrafish models).
The three selection tables were subsequently combined and
discussed. With this approach, eight genes were finally selected
with the majority of them (6/8; Nhs, Asap3, PLscr1, Lmo2,
Ackr1, Rab8b) being upregulated at the RNA level upon IL-1β
stimulation in pMBMECs, while the others (2/8; Vamp1, Fam65b)
were downregulated (Table 1 and Supporting Information Fig.
S2A). In conclusion, our transcriptomic approach proved to be
a powerful tool to select candidate genes potentially involved in
directing the cellular pathway of T-cell diapedesis across the BBB.
www.eji-journal.eu
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Table 1. Candidate genes selected from RNAseq

Gene name

Fam65b
Nhs
Asap3
Plscr1
Vamp1
Lmo2
Ackr1
Rab8b

Ensembl Gene ID

Entrez gene
ID

Normalized
reads
basemean

Normalized
reads NS

Normalized
reads TNF-α

Normalized
reads IL-1β

ENSMUSG00000036006
ENSMUSG00000059493
ENSMUSG00000036995
ENSMUSG00000032369
ENSMUSG00000030337
ENSMUSG00000032698
ENSMUSG00000037872
ENSMUSG00000036943

193385
195727
230837
22038
22317
16909
13349
235442

127.2
541.6
785.9
910.6
1139.1
1298.0
2000.7
3295.6

300.7
150.4
505.9
256.0
1813.0
1292.0
84.5
1876.0

67.4
292.2
598.5
659.4
1183.7
766.2
848.2
2601.4

13.6
1182.1
1253.2
1816.3
420.7
1835.7
5069.3
5409.3

Table 2. Reagents used for immunofluorescence staining of candidate genes

Antigen

Company

Cat number

Clonality

Host

Reactivity

Isotype

Dilution
used

Observations

FAM65B
NHS

Santa Cruz
Novus

134289
NBP2-56313

3J7
Polyclonal

Mouse
Rabbit

IgG2b
IgG

1/50
1/50

Not detectable
Dotty staining,
junctional
accumulation

ASAP3

Santa Cruz

sc-376479

Mouse

IgG1

1/100

Not detectable

PLSCR1

Proteintech

11582-1-AP

Monoclonal
(G-12)
Polyclonal

Human
Human,
Mouse
(91%), Rat
(91%)
Mouse

IgG

1/100

Nuclear staining

VAMP1

Proteintech

13115-1-AP

Polyclonal

Rabbit

IgG

1/100

LMO2

Santa Cruz

sc-65736

Monoclonal
(1A9-1)

Mouse

IgG1

1/100

Faint dotty
perinuclear
staining
Dotty perinuclear
staining

ACKR1

Homemade
(Ulrich von
Adrian) [19]
Proteintech

Monoclonal
(6B7)

Rat

IgG2a

1/250

Polyclonal

Rabbit

IgG

1/100

RAB8B

11792-1-AP

Rabbit

Selection of the most promising candidate gene
contributing to transcellular T-cell diapedesis
Based on our RNA-seq analysis, we have selected eight candidate genes as potential mediators of transcellular T-cell diapedesis
across the BBB. To investigate if their RNA expression was confirmed at the protein level, we performed immunofluorescence
stainings on cytokine-stimulated pMBMECs. The observed staining patterns gave us an indication of the cellular distribution of
each protein product of the respective candidate genes (Table 2;
Supporting Information Fig. 3). While most proteins showed a
subcellular distribution that could not be readily associated with a
potential role in transcellular T-cell diapedesis (Table 2; Supporting Information Fig. 3), ACRK1 showed reproducible cell surface

© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH

Mouse,
Human,
Rat
Mouse,
Human,
Rat
Mouse,
Human,
Rat
Mouse

Mouse,
Human,
Dog

Single cells show
positive
staining
Dotty perinuclear
and
cytoplasmatic
staining

staining on single pMBMECs. Based on our RNA-seq data (Fig. 3A)
and our previous observation of the involvement of endothelial
ACKR1 in chemokine shuttling across the BBB and EAE pathogenesis [17], we thus selected Ackr1 as the main candidate gene to
further explore its role in directing transcellular T-cell diapedesis
across the BBB.
To investigate its role in mediating T-cell diapedesis across the
BBB, we made use of C57BL/6 mice lacking expression of ACKR1
[18]. Immunofluorescence staining using a novel ACKR1-specific
monoclonal antibody [19] showed that ACKR1 protein expression
was not detectable on non-stimulated pMBMECs ( Supporting
Information Fig. 4) but readily upregulated on the cell surface of
pMBMECs upon cytokine stimulation, as previously described by
us using a polyclonal antibody (Fig. 3B) [17]. Moreover, ACKR1
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Figure 3. ACKR1 is expressed at the BBB in vitro and its absence does not affect adhesion molecule expression. (A) Ackr1 RNA levels shown as
normalized reads of the five biological replicates per conditions used for the RNA-seq analysis. Data shown as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis
was performed using the Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm on the p-values in order to obtain the FDR. ****FDR ≤ 0.0001. (B) Immunofluorescence
staining for ACKR1 (red), ZO-1 (green), and DAPI (blue) on WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs stimulated with 10 ng/ml TNF-α or 20 ng/ml IL-1β for 16
h. Magnification: 20×. Representative images from three independent experiments where ACKR1 and ZO-1 were analyzed in one well per assay
compared to the specific isotype control staining in a second well. (C) Immunofluorescence staining for ICAM-1 or VCAM-1 (red), ZO-1 (green), and
DAPI (blue) on WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs stimulated with 10 ng/ml TNFα or 20 ng/ml IL-1β for 16 h. Magnification: 20×. Representative images from
three independent experiments where staining for ICAM1, VCAM-1, and ZO-1 was analyzed in one well per assay and compared to the specific
isotype control staining in a second well. (D) Immunoblot analysis of ICAM-1 levels in WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs upon cytokine stimulation and
in non-stimulated conditions. For each pMBMEC preparation 6 to 8 WT and ACKR1–/– mice were used. On the left is shown a representative blot
while on the right, data are quantified as ICAM-1/β-actin ratio, normalized to the non-stimulated condition for each genotype, and shown as mean
± SD from four independent experiments.

immunostaining was observed on the surface of individual pMBMECs stimulated with TNF-α, while IL-1β stimulation significantly
increased the number of pMBMECs staining positive for ACKR1.
As expected, pMBMECs isolated from ACKR1–/– C57BL/6 mice did
not show any immunostaining for ACKR1, irrespective of the proinflammatory stimulus applied (Fig. 3B).

© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH

Caveolae have been suggested to serve as a vesicular transport system in ACKR1 mediated chemokine shuttling across
endothelial cells [20, 21] and to mediate transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB [12]. Expression of caveolin-1 mRNA was
detected in stimulated and non-stimulated pMBMECs in our RNAseq dataset and expression levels did not change with cytokine
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stimulation (Supporting Information Table 1). To confirm constitutive expression of caveolin-1 in pMBMECs at the protein
level, immunostainings for caveolin-1 in non-stimulated as well
as IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs monolayers (Supporting Information Fig. 4) confirmed caveolin-1 detection in all brain endothelial
cells. Caveolin-1 is thus constitutively expressed in pMBMECs and
expression levels are not increased by pro-inflammatory cytokine
stimulation.
To ensure that lack of ACKR1 does not affect expression levels
of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1, which mediate T-cell arrest and crawling on pMBMECs, we next investigated their protein levels in WT
and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under inflammatory conditions. Side-byside immunofluorescence stainings for ICAM-1 and VCAM-1 on
WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs did not show any differences in the
staining pattern (Fig. 3C). In contrast to VCAM-1, cell surface levels of ICAM-1 are critical in regulating the cellular pathway of
T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs [11,22]. Thus, we specifically
confirmed equal protein expression levels of ICAM-1 in WT and
ACKR1–/– pMBMECs by Western Blot (WB) (Fig. 3D). Altogether,
our data confirmed increased expression of ACKR1 in pMBMECs
under IL-1β-stimulated conditions and that lack of ACKR1 does
not impact on VCAM-1 and even more importantly on ICAM-1
expression. Thus, ACKR1–/– pMBMECs are a suitable model to
investigate the role of ACKR1 in transcellular T-cell diapedesis
across the BBB.

Absence of ACKR1 reduces transcellular T-cell
diapedesis across pMBMECs
To investigate the contribution of ACKR1 in transcellular versus paracellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs, we studied
the migration of CD4+ effector/memory T cells across WT and
ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under physiological flow by live-cell imaging. Junctional visualization was achieved by labeling PECAM-1
on pMBMECs with a non-blocking anti-PECAM-1 antibody [23],
directly conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555. To confirm that this
methodology is equally reliable as studying the cellular pathway of T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs isolated from vascular endothelial cadherin (VE-Cadherin)-GFP knock-in C57BL/6J
mice [11, 14, 24], we stained VE-Cadherin-GFP pMBMECs with
the anti-PECAM-1 Alexa Fluor 555 antibody. Imaging under physiological flow over a period of 30 min showed no loss of signal of the junctional PECAM-1 staining over time (Supporting
Information Fig. 5A) and confirmed strong co-localization of the
PECAM-1 Alexa Fluor 555 and the VE-cadherin-GFP fluorescence
signals (Supporting Information Fig. 5B). This successfully validated the use of the anti-PECAM-1 antibody for visualization of
endothelial junctions on pMBMECs during live-cell imaging in
vitro and therefore allowed to discriminate between paracellular and transcellular T-cell diapedesis events (Fig. 4C and Supporting Information Video S1, details in Materials and Methods).
First, we investigated if the absence of ACKR1 in pMBMECs affects
T-cell arrest and post-arrest T-cell behavior. No differences were
found in the number of T cells able to arrest on TNF-α or IL-1β© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH
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stimulated WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under physiological flow
(Fig. 4A). The absence of endothelial ACKR1 did not affect Tcell detachment, stationary behavior, probing, and crawling when
compared to WT pMBMECs (Fig. 4B). Importantly, the fraction
of arrested T cells that completed diapedesis across the pMBMECs monolayers in the observation time was also not affected
by the lack of ACKR1 (Fig. 4B). In accordance with our previous study [11], IL-1β stimulation of pMBMECs increased T-cell
diapedesis across the endothelial monolayer when compared to
TNF-α stimulated pMBMECs (Fig. 4D). Next, we identified the Tcell diapedesis pathway across WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs based
on the integrity of junctional PECAM-1 localization during the
diapedesis event (Fig. 4C). Lack of ACKR1 significantly reduced
transcellular T-cell diapedesis across IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs
(Fig. 4D). At the same time absence of ACKR1 did not affect
crawling speed, crawling distance, or crawling directionality of
the T cells that successfully completed paracellular or transcellular diapedesis across WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs (Fig. 4E and
F; Supporting Information Fig. 6A). Also, the lack of ACKR1
did neither delay the start nor the overall duration of transcellular or paracellular T-cell diapedesis on pMBMECs underflow,
suggesting that T cells can normally crawl to sites permissive
for diapedesis in the absence of ACKR1 (Supporting Information Fig. S6C and D). Furthermore, no differences in the Tcell diapedesis pore size were found between WT and ACKR1–/–
pMBMECs (Supporting Information Fig. 6B), suggesting that the
remodeling capacities of the endothelial cell cytoskeleton are not
affected by the absence of ACKR1. Taken together, the lack of
ACKR1 in our in vitro BBB model selectively reduced transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs under flow in vitro without affecting any other step of the multi-step T cell extravasation
cascade.

ACKR1 expressing pMBMECs favor transcellular over
paracellular T-cell diapedesis in vitro
Having shown that the absence of ACKR1 selectively reduces transcellular T-cell diapedesis across IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs, we
next asked if those pMBMECs that upregulated ACKR1 in the
IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs monolayer are those that specifically
mediate transcellular T-cell diapedesis events. Visualization of cell
surface ACKR1 on IL-1β-stimulated VE-cadherin-GFP pMBMECs
monolayer was achieved by labeling with the anti-ACKR1 antibody directly conjugated to Alexa 647. This allowed for simultaneous visualization of the endothelial junctions and ACKR1 cell
surface expression (Fig. 4G). Next, we studied T-cell diapedesis
across ACKR1+ and ACKR1– VE-cadherin-GFP pMBMECs under
physiological flow by live-cell imaging and quantified transcellular T-cell diapedesis events that occurred through ACKR1+ versus
ACKR1neg VE-cadherin-GFP pMBMECs. We observed that ACRK1+
pMBMECs promoted significantly more transcellular T-cell diapedesis events when compared to ACKR1neg pMBMECs in the
same pMBMECs monolayer (Fig. 4G and H; Supporting Information Videos 2 and 3). These data further support that ACKR1
www.eji-journal.eu
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Figure 4. Absence and presence of ACKR1 reduced and enhanced transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs. (A) Number of arrested Tcells/Field of view (FOV) on TNFα or IL-1β-stimulated WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under flow conditions. Data shown as mean ± SD from four to five
independent experiments. (B) T-cell post-arrest behavior on IL-1β-stimulated WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under flow conditions. Each category is
shown as a fraction of the sum of the categorized cells. Incomplete diapedesis events with prior probing or crawling accounted for <10% and are
not shown for visualization reasons. Data shown as mean ± SD from four to five independent experiments. (C) Representative snapshots of live cell
imaging under flow conditions of T cells undergoing paracellular or transcellular diapedesis across pMBMECs. White dotted line marks T cells area
on top of the endothelium monolayer; black dotted line marks T cells area underneath the endothelium monolayer; light blue dotted line marks
endothelial cell junctions based on PECAM-1 AlexaFluor 555 fluorescence signal. Note the interruption of junctional integrity during paracellular
diapedesis (red arrowhead), while during transcellular diapedesis (grey arrowhead) the junctions remained intact. DIC, differential interference
contrast. Cropped from 63× magnification images. (D) T-cell diapedesis pathway across cytokine-stimulated WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under
flow conditions. Data are shown as percentage of diapedesis pathway normalized to the sum of the arrested cells/FOV for each condition. Data

© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH
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mediates transcellular T-cell diapedesis across our in vitro model
of the BBB.

ACKR1 is induced on the inflamed BBB in vivo and
localized on the endothelial cell surface rather than
restricted to BBB junctions
Recent studies suggested ACKR1 to be exclusively localized to
endothelial junctions in peripheral vascular beds [25, 19]. This
observation is in apparent contradiction to its role in favoring
transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs in vitro. To thus
specifically explore protein expression and subcellular localization of ACKR1 protein on the BBB in vivo, we made use of the
novel monoclonal antibody directed against ACKR1 [19]. Confocal imaging of cerebellum and spinal cord sections of healthy
mice showed low immunostaining of ACKR1 in meningeal venules
but the absence of immunostaining on venules in the CNS
parenchyma according to our previous observations using a polyclonal anti ACKR1 antibody (Supporting Information Fig. 7) [17].
During neuroinflammation in EAE, we readily observed ACKR1
immunostaining in both meningeal and CNS parenchymal venules
(Fig. 5A; Supporting Information Fig. 7). In accordance with
our previous observations, we found CD45+ immune cell infiltrates surrounding ACKR1+ but never ACKR1neg CNS microvessels, supporting the role of ACKR1 in T-cell diapedesis across
the BBB in vivo (Supporting Information Fig. 7). To understand
if ACKR1 is available on the brain endothelial surface to support transcellular T-cell diapedesis in vivo, we next explored the
subcellular distribution of ACKR1 on the CNS endothelium. To
this end, we specifically investigated the co-localization of ACKR1
immunostaining with the junctional VE-Cadherin-GFP signal in
VE-cadherin knock-in mice suffering from EAE. Confocal imaging
of thick vibratome brain sections as well as of spinal cord frozen
sections showed ACKR1 immunostaining to partially co-localize
with the VE-cadherin-GFP signal in brain venules in mice suffering from EAE (Fig. 5B and C; Supporting Information Fig. 7). At
the same time, strong ACKR1 immunostaining was detected on
brain and spinal cord endothelial cells outside of endothelial cellto-cell contacts (Fig. 5C; Supporting Information Fig. 7). Taken
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together our observations show that unlike in peripheral tissues,
ACKR1 protein is only expressed at the inflamed BBB and its subcellular distribution is not restricted to BBB junctions. By shuttling
inflammatory chemokines across the BBB, ACKR1 may thus contribute to transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the inflamed BBB
during EAE.

Discussion
Immune cell trafficking into the CNS is a major hallmark of EAE
and MS [26, 27]. In particular, T-cell migration across the BBB is
a multistep cascade of events that has been analyzed by us and
others. After their initial VCAM-1 mediated arrest on the BBB, Tcells crawl over long distances against the direction of the blood
flow [8] in an ICAM-1 and ICAM-2-dependent manner [7, 11,
22]. Finally, T cells cross the BBB by transcellular or paracellular
diapedesis using molecular mechanisms incompletely understood.
Using pMBMECs as a BBB in vitro model, we have previously
reported the active role played by BBB endothelial cells in directing T cells to sites permissive for paracellular or transcellular diapedesis [11]. Differential cytokine stimulation of pMBMECs with
either TNF-α or IL-1β allows to induce low or high cell surface levels of endothelial ICAM-1, and preferential paracellular or transcellular T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs under flow, respectively. Here, we took advantage of this observation to perform a
transcriptomic analysis of TNF-α versus IL-1β -stimulated pMBMECs favoring paracellular versus transcellular T-cell diapedesis
to identify novel molecular mediators regulating the cellular pathway of T-cell diapedesis across the BBB.
Candidate gene selection based on our RNA-seq analysis
of IL-1β vs TNFα-stimulated pMBMECs consisted of sequential
filtration steps, ultimately leading us to define Ackr1 as the main
candidate gene able to direct the T-cell diapedesis pathway across
the BBB. This observation is in accordance with a recent study
that specifically identified a role for IL-1 signaling at the BBB in
EAE pathogenesis by upregulating ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and ACKR1
[28].
It is well accepted that chemokines play a major role in regulating immune cell migration in general [29,30]. Chemokines



shown as mean ± SD from four to five independent experiments. Statistical analysis performed using unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction.
*p-value < 0.05. (E) Crawling speed of T-cells that successfully completed paracellular or transcellular diapedesis events on cytokine-stimulated
WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under flow conditions shown in μm/minutes. Data shown as mean ± SD from crawling tracks obtained from four to five
independent experiments. (F) Crawling distance of T-cells that successfully completed paracellular or transcellular diapedesis events on cytokinestimulated WT or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under flow conditions shown in μm. Data shown as mean ± SD from crawling tracks obtained from four to
five independent experiments with seven and eight videos analyzed for ACKR1–/– and WT pMBMECs, respectively. (G) Representative snapshots of
live cell imaging under flow conditions of T cells undergoing transcellular diapedesis across ACKR1+ and ACKR1neg VE-CadGFP pMBMECs. ACKR1+
pMBMECs are visible by the red immunofluorescence signal based on positive staining with the rat-anti-mouse ACKR1 Ab directly labeled with
Alexa Fluor 647. The green fluorescence signal shows the endothelial junctions marked by VE-cadherin–GFP. The T cells are visible in gray (phasecontrast signal). White arrowheads highlight T cells performing transcellular diapedesis across an ACKR1+ (upper panel) or an ACKR1neg (lower
panel) pMBMEC at the respective time points (minutes:seconds) indicated at the top. Images of the entire pMBMECs monolayer were acquired in
eight tiles, which were subsequently stitched together for analysis of the entire field of view. The representative images were cropped from 63x
magnification images (Supporting Information Videos 2 and 3). (H) Quantification of transcellular T-cell diapedesis events across IL-1β-stimulated
pMBMECs staining positive (ACKR1+ ) or not (ACKR1– ) under physiological flow. Seven videos with a total number of 465 arrested T cells from
which 69.1 ± 10.5% performed diapedesis were analyzed. Data show percentage of transcellular diapedesis rates normalized to total number of
transcellular diapedesis events. Data are shown as mean ± SEM.
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Figure 5. Protein expression of ACKR1 on inflamed CNS venules in vivo outside of BBB junctions. (A) Confocal imaging of 100 μm thick sections of
healthy or EAE mouse cerebellum. Mice were injected i.v. with 33 μg of DyLight594 lectin (red) and after 15 min, perfused with 2% PFA in PBS. After
post-fixation, sections were prepared and staining for ACKR1 or rat IgG2a (green) was performed. EAE score: 1, day 31 post-immunization. Maximal
intensity projections are shown. White arrow in the magnified area of the healthy cerebellum indicates an ACKR1+ meningeal vessel. Magnification
40x. Representative images from two independent experiments. (B and C) Confocal imaging of 100 μm thick sections of VE-Cadherin-GFP (green)
knock-in mouse brain suffering from EAE. Mice were perfused with 2% PFA in PBS. After post-fixation, sections were prepared and staining for
ACKR1 (red) was performed. EAE score:1, day 28 post-injection. Magnification: 63×, in (C) is shown a digital zoom from 63× magnification image.
Representative images from three independent experiments that analyzed tissue sections from three individual mice suffering from EAE.

bind to G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) initiating intracellular signaling through heterotrimeric G proteins, resulting
in downstream regulation of cell migration processes [15, 31,
32]. In the context of immune cell extravasation, immobilized
chemokines on the luminal side of endothelial cells are recognized
by GPCRs on immune cells, triggering “inside-out” integrin activa-
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tion resulting in integrin conformational change and immune cell
arrest on the endothelium. Immune cell polarization is followed
by their crawling on the endothelium in search of sites permissive for diapedesis [33]. Strikingly, blocking GPCR-signaling in
effector/memory T cells also prohibits their diapedesis across
endothelial cells including those of the BBB under flow in
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vitro [34, 35], suggesting a yet less appreciated involvement of
chemokines in immune cell diapedesis across endothelial barriers.
During EAE, expression of inflammatory chemokines is mainly
upregulated in astrocytes localized in the CNS parenchyma [36–
38]. To reach the luminal side of the BBB and thus contribute to
immune cell recruitment across the BBB, these chemokines will
have to breach the BBB. In a previous study, we have identified
ACKR1 to shuttle inflammatory chemokines across the BBB [17].
In contrast to classical GPCRs, the atypical chemokine receptors (ACKRs) fail to couple to G-proteins due to the lack of the
DRYLAIV consensus motif in the second intracellular loop resulting in non-canonical GPCRs responses [39, 40]. Instead, ACKRs
regulate chemokine bioavailability, by acting as decoy or scavenging receptors or by transporting chemokines [41]. ACKR1 is one
of four ACKRs known to date. ACKR1 binds 20 proinflammatory
but not homeostatic chemokines of both CC and CXC families and
is expressed in erythrocytes and endothelial cells [42, 41]. While
on erythrocytes ACKR1 acts as a chemokine reservoir, buffering
the available levels of chemokines in the plasma, on endothelial cells, it actively transports inflammatory chemokines from the
basolateral to the luminal side of the endothelial cell [41, 43],
including the BBB [17]. Supporting its important role in mediating leukocyte migration across the vascular wall, localization of
ACKR1 is restricted to endothelial cells of postcapillary venules
[19], the vascular segment allowing for the extravasation of circulating leukocytes into tissues [44].
In accordance with our previous observation [17], we here
report the expression of ACKR1 in mouse brain microvascular
endothelial cells under inflammatory conditions at the RNA and
protein level. Importantly, ACKR1 expression was significantly
higher in IL-1β versus TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs making it
an attractive candidate to contribute to transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB. Analyzing the cellular pathway of Tcell diapedesis across ACKR1–/– pMBMECs under physiological
flow in fact showed a significant reduction in the numbers of
T-cell using the transcellular pathway to cross the in vitro BBB
model. Furthermore, those pMBMECs expressing ACKR1 in IL-1βstimulated conditions supported significantly more transcellular
T-cell diapedesis events under physiological flow when compared
to ACKR1neg pMBMECs in the very same monolayer.
We have previously shown that ACKR1 shuttles the inflammatory chemokines CCL2 and CCL5 from the basolateral to the
luminal side of pMBMECs [17]. Our RNA-seq analysis showed
increased expression of CCL2 and CCL5 in cytokine-stimulated
pMBMECs (Supporting Information Table 1) suggesting that in
the current setup these chemokines when released to the abluminal side could be shuttled by ACKR1 to the luminal side of pMBMECs, creating a high local concentration of chemokines that contributes to transcellular T-cell diapedesis. These local “hot-spots”
of chemokines might contribute to enhancing GPCR-mediated
activation of the integrin LFA-1 on T cells. LFA-1 mediated clustering of the high levels of endothelial ICAM-1 present on IL1β-stimulated pMBMECs could then initiate transcellular T-cell
diapedesis as observed before [44]. At the same time our observations that T-cell crawling prior to paracellular or transcellular
© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
Wiley-VCH GmbH
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diapedesis across pMBMECs was not affected by the absence of
ACKR1 challenge this hypothesis, which may however be due
to a dominant role of cell surface levels of endothelial ICAM1 previously observed by us in this context [34]. Furthermore,
duration of T-cell diapedesis, as well as the endothelial pore
size during T cell diapedesis was unaltered by the absence of
ACKR1, leaving unanswered the question of how lack of ACKR1
exactly leads to reduced transcellular T-cell diapedesis across
pMBMECs.
One possible explanation is that ACKR1 besides shuttling
chemokines from the basolateral to the luminal side of pMBMECs also affects their intracellular distribution. Indeed, it has
been suggested that upon chemokine binding, ACKR1 translocates
intracellularly, where it colocalizes with caveolin in intracellular
vesicles in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells [43], suggesting caveolae as an intracellular mechanism of transport of
ACKR1. In addition, it has been shown that CCL2 can be transported from the abluminal to the luminal side of brain microvascular endothelial cells by a transcellular mechanism that at least
to a certain degree involves binding of CCL2 to CCR2 and caveolae [45, 46]. Our pMBMECs constitutively express caveolin-1 at
the mRNA and protein level, with caveolin-1 expression however
not further upregulated upon cytokine stimulation of the pMBMECs. Interestingly however, all brain endothelial cells in a pMBMECs monolayer stain positive for caveolin-1. Previous studies
have colocalized ACKR1 to caveolin 1 and therefore to caveolae as a vesicular transport compartment [20, 21]. T cells extend
numerous protrusions into and through the pMBMEC monolayers when searching for sites permissive for diapedesis in the process of probing or crawling [11]. As caveolae have also been
shown to play a role in transcellular, but not paracellular, T-cell
diapedesis across the BBB [12], it is tempting to speculate that
caveolae transporting ACKR1 with bound chemokines may trigger
membrane fusion events enhancing transcellular T-cell diapedesis
across BBB endothelial cells. In this scenario, chemokines transported by ACKR1 in the next proximity of T-cell protrusions could
potentially establish a polarized gradient able to enhance transcellular T-cell diapedesis across BBB endothelial cells. The precise modalities by which ACKR1 translocates in BBB endothelial
cells and thus influences subcellular chemokine distribution are
not known and therefore, the precise mechanisms of how ACKR1
enhances transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB will need
further investigations.
Making use of a novel monoclonal antibody directed against
mouse ACKR1 we here confirmed our previous observation [17]
that, in contrast to peripheral tissues, ACKR1 is not constitutively expressed in BBB forming venules in the CNS parenchyma.
In brain and spinal cord sections from healthy mice, ACKR1
immunostaining was only detected in meningeal venules, but
absent from venules in the CNS parenchyma. This ACKR1
immunostaining pattern differentiating meningeal from CNS
parenchymal endothelial cells is similar to that observed for Pselectin. Under physiological conditions, expression of P-selectin
is absent in CNS parenchymal endothelial cells but constitutively present in meningeal endothelial cells, where it is stored
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in Weibel-Palade bodies and can be rapidly redistributed to the
luminal membrane, allowing for immune cell recruitment [47].
This observation underscores that in the absence of neuroinflammation, the CNS parenchymal vasculature does strictly control
immune cell trafficking, in contrast to the meningeal vasculature,
where immunosurveillance in the CNS takes place [4]. During
EAE, expression of ACKR1 is upregulated in meningeal venules
and induced in parenchymal venules making its function available for immune cell recruitment across the BBB. Interestingly,
ACKR1 immunostaining was also observed in brain sections of MS
patients [17], supporting a role for ACKR1 in immune cell recruitment to the CNS also in MS. Increased transcellular immune cell
trafficking across the BBB in neuroinflammation thus correlates
with the expression pattern of ACKR1 on the BBB, so does its subcellular distribution, which we here show to be localized to the
endothelial cell surface rather than limited to the BBB endothelial junctions. Cell surface localization of ACKR1 on the BBB is
thus different when compared to peripheral vascular beds, where
ACKR1 was shown to localize to endothelial junctions and, by
presenting CXCL2, mediate paracellular diapedesis of neutrophils
[25].
Taken together, our study identifies a potential role for
endothelial ACKR1 in contributing to transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the inflamed BBB. Therapeutic targeting of molecular mechanisms mediating specifically this cellular pathway of T
cell trafficking increased in neuroinflammation bears the hope to
restore physiological immune cell trafficking across the BBB via
paracellular pathways. In general, therapeutic targeting of ACKR1
in this context may be considered as despite its expression on
erythrocytes, the absence of ACKR1 on erythroid cells is compatible with life [48]. On the other hand, erythrocyte ACKR1 buffers
circulating chemokines, and a systemic therapeutic blockage of
ACKR1 may result in dysregulation of chemokine plasma levels,
with either chemokine overstimulation of circulating immune
cells or affecting the release of neutrophils from the bone marrow,
as suggested by the neutropenia observed in individuals lacking
erythrocytic ACKR1 [49]. Nevertheless, our results encourage
further studies to explore the precise mechanisms of how ACKR1
directs transcellular T-cell diapedesis across the BBB. Indeed, a
better understanding of the molecular mechanisms regulating
paracellular and transcellular diapedesis across the BBB is of
crucial importance as it represents a key step in the migration
of autoaggressive T cells into the CNS parenchyma during
neuroinflammation.

Materials and methods
Mice
Mice were housed in individually ventilated cages under specific pathogen-free conditions at 22°C with free access to chow
and water. Animal procedures executed were approved by the
Veterinary Office of the Canton Bern (permit no. BE31/17 and
© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
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BE77/18 and BE98/20) and are in keeping with institutional and
standard protocols for the care and use of laboratory animals in
Switzerland. C57BL/6J mice were obtained from Janvier (SaintBerthevin Cedex, France). VE-Cadherin GFP knock-in mice were
provided by D. Vestweber (Münster, Germany) [24, 50]. ACKR1–/–
mice were provided by A. Rot (London, UK) [18].

Antibodies
Primary antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining were
rabbit anti-mouse ZO-1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat No 61–
7300), rat anti-mouse VCAM-1 (in house, clone 9DB3), rat antimouse ICAM-1 (in house, clone 25ZC7), rabbit anti-caveolin1 (BD Biosciences, Cat N° 610060), and biotinylated rat-antimouse CD45 (Biolegend, CatN° 405237). Primary antibodies used
for testing RNA-seq candidate genes protein levels are listed in
Table 2. Secondary antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining were goat anti-rat IgG (H+L) Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch,
Cat. No 112-165-003), donkey anti-rat IgG (H+L) Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat No 712-165-153), goat anti-rabbit IgG
(H+L) Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat No 111-165-144),
goat anti-mouse IgG (H+L) Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat
No 115-166-006) donkey anti-rabbit IgG (H+L) AlexaFluor 488
(Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat No 711-546-152), goat anti-rat
IgG (H+L) AlexaFluor 488 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat No
A11006); donkey-anti-rabbit Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cat
No 711-175-152), and Streptaviding-AlexaFluor 647 (Biolgegend,
CatN° 103104).

In vitro BBB model – pMBMECs
pMBMECs were isolated from 7 to 9 weeks old C57BL/6 mice or
VE-cadherin-GFP knock-in mice and cultured exactly as described
before [2, 7]. Where indicated, cytokine stimulation was performed with 10 ng/ml TNF-α (Peprotech, London, UK) or 20
ng/ml IL-1β (Peprotech, London, United Kingdom) for 16–20 h
prior to the experiment. For RNA-seq experiment, cytokine stimulation was performed for 4 h prior RNA extraction.

RNA sequencing
RNA was extracted from pMBMECs with the High Pure RNA Isolation Kit (Hoffman-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Each sample
consisted of pMBMECs isolated from 24 female C57BL/6 mice at
7 weeks of age. RNA libraries for five replicates per condition
(non-stimulated, TNFα-stimulated, IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs)
were prepared according to the manufacturer’s instruction using
TruSeq stranded mRNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego,
USA) with polyA selection. RNA sequencing was performed using
Illumina Hiseq 2500 at the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS)
Platform of the University of Bern. The quality of the samples was
assessed using a Fragment analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster
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City, USA) with the samples having RIN values ≥ 8 and an average of 9.2.

RNA-seq analysis
Following sequencing, the data was demultiplexed and the,
generated fastq files were checked for quality measures
using FASTQC software (version 0.11.2)(Available online
at: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc).
Depth of sequencing was on average ∼25 M reads for each of
the 15 replicates. The few rRNA fragments that were still present
despite the polyA selection were removed using Trimmomatic
(version 0.33) [51] followed by an additional round of quality control. The fastq files were then aligned to the Ensembl
mm10 reference genome using TopHat2 (version 2.0.13) [52]
after which Qualimap (version 2.2) [53] was used for quality control and IGV (version 2.3.69) [54] for visualization of the aligned
reads. Counts by transcript were evaluated using HTSeq-count
(version 0.6.1) [55] and inter-sample normalization and group
differential expression analysis was performed with the DESeq 2
package (Version 1.12.4) [56] in R (Version 3.2.2).
Comparison between normalized reads of each transcript from
each condition was performed and differentially regulated transcripts of genes between every possible design group comparison
(non-stimulated vs. TNF-α; non-stimulated vs. IL-1β and IL-1β vs.
TNF-α) were identified. For the purpose of this project, we focused
on the differentially regulated transcripts of genes between IL-1β
versus TNF-α-stimulated pMBMECs. Multiple testing correction
was conducted on the p-values using the Benjamini-Hochberg
algorithm in order to obtain the FDR. Selection criteria to reduce
the number of differentially regulated transcripts of genes were
defined as: base mean of normalized reads between all the
conditions ≥ 100; log2 -fold change ≥ 1 or ≤ -1 and FDR < 0.05.
Analysis of functions and pathways involvement of each of the
transcripts that were selected was performed on IPA (Version 2.1,
Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The final selection step (from 67 to
8 genes) was performed by screening available literature that
already investigated the function of the genes, possibly linked to
cell migration context. Moreover, considering the timeframe of
this study, in the selection process we gave priority to genes for
which knock-out mice and/or blocking antibodies are available.

Immunofluorescence staining of pMBMECs
Confluent pMBMECs monolayers grown on on coverslips for
sticky-Slides ibiTreat (Ibidi, Munich, Germany) mounted on
12 wells μ-Chamber (Ibidi, Munich, Germany) were gently
washed with warm DPBS and subsequently fixed with either 1%
paraformaldehyde (PFA, MERCK, Darmstadt, Germany) in DPBS
at RT for 10 min or with −20°C methanol (for ACKR1 staining)
for 30 s. After fixation, cells were washed 2× with DPBS. Blocking buffer (5% skimmed milk (Rapilait, Migros, Switzerland),
0.3% Triton-X-100 (Schweizerhall, Basel, Switzerland Batch Nr.
© 2021 The Authors. European Journal of Immunology published by
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A11021), 0.04% NaN3 (Fluka Chemie, Buchs, Switzerland) in
TBS pH 7.4) was applied and incubated for 20 min at RT. Subsequently blocking buffer containing the primary antibody was
added for 1 h at RT. The primary antibody was removed from
the cells by 2× washing steps with DPBS and blocking buffer
containing the secondary antibody and 1 μg/ml 4 ,6-diamidin-2phenylindol (DAPI, AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany) was added
to the cells and incubated light protected for 1 h at RT. After washing three times with DPBS, the 12 well μ-Chamber were removed,
and the cells on the coverslips for sticky-Slides ibiTreat were
mounted on glass-slides with embedding medium Mowiol (SigmaAldrich, Steinheim, Germany) prior to fluorescence microscopy.
Images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope connected to a Nikon Digital Camera DXM1200F with the Nikon NISElements BR3.10 software (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan). Images were
processed and assembled using Adobe Illustrator software.

Western blot
pMBMECs from WT and ACKR1–/– mice were lysed in RIPA
buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl (pH 8.0), 1 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X100, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 140 mM NaCl, 1
mM PMSF), with protease inhibitors cOmplete ULTRA Tablets,
Mini, EDTA-free, EASYpack (1 tablet/10 ml) (Hoffman-La Roche,
Basel, Switzerland). Protein concentration was measured using
the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo ScientificTM PierceTM
Protein Biology, Waltham, USA), according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Twenty micrograms of each sample was boiled for
5 min at 95°C and loaded onto a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel.
After running, the gel was transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham Protan, GE Healthcare, United Kingdom), using
a Trans-Blot Turbo transfer system (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Membranes were blocked with Rockland Buffer (Rockland, Limerick, PA, USA) for 1 h at RT and incubated overnight at 4°C
with rabbit anti-mouse ICAM-1 (Eurogentec, custom made, polyclonal [57, 14]). Membranes were then washed and incubated
with mouse anti-mouse β-actin (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, cat.
No A5316) for 1 h at RT. After washing steps, membranes were
incubated with the secondary antibodies goat anti-rabbit Alexa
Fluor® 680 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. No A21109) and goat
anti-mouse IRDye® TM 800 (Rockland Immunochemicals, cat. No
605-732-125), for 1 h at RT. Protein bands detection was made
with the Odyssey near-infrared imaging system and software (LICOR Biotechnology, Lincoln, NE, USA). Bands intensity was quantified using the ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA) and
normalized against β-actin.

T cells
For in vitro experiments, we used the encephalitogenic CD4+
Th1 effector/memory proteolipid protein (PLP) peptide aa139–153 specific T-cell line SJL.PLP7 (CD4+ TEM cells) [58] as previously
described [7].
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Experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
EAE was induced in 8–12 weeks old female C57BL/6J WT and
ACKR1–/- C57BL/6J mice as described before [59, 60]. Pertussis toxin (List Biological Laboratories, Campbell, US) (300 ng in
100 μl PBS/mouse) was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) on day 0
(immunization day) and day 2 post-immunization. Weights and
clinical severity were assessed twice daily and scored as [61]: 0,
asymptomatic; 0.5, limb tail; 1, hind leg weakness; 2, hind leg
paraplegia; 3, hind leg paraplegia and incontinence.

Immunofluorescence staining of tissue sections
Where indicated, mice were injected i.v. with 33 μg of DyLight594
lectin (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, US). 15 minutes after
injection, mice were perfused with 1% PFA in DPBS (Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany), and brains were removed and placed in 1%
PFA/DPBS overnight at 4°C. Brains were then moved to DPBS and
stored at 4°C until sectioning. Sectioning was performed using
the VT1000s vibratome (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). One hundred
micrometer thick sections were blocked with blocking buffer (5%
skimmed milk (Rapilait, Migros, Switzerland), 0.3% Triton-X-100
(Schweizerhall, Basel, Switzerland Batch Nr. A11021), 0.04%
NaN3 (Fluka Chemie, Buchs, Switzerland) in TBS pH 7.4) for 2 h
at RT under shaking conditions. Blocking buffer was removed and
sections were incubated with blocking buffer containing the primary antibody overnight at 4°C under shaking conditions. After
three times washing with DPBS, sections were incubated with
blocking buffer containing the secondary antibody for 2 h at
RT under shaking conditions and protected from light. After 3x
washing with DPBS, sections were mounted on glass-slides and
allowed to dry overnight. Sections were then rehydrated with
DPBS and cover slides were mounted with embedding medium
Mowiol (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) prior to confocal
microscopy. Images were acquired using a LSM800 (Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany), Leica TCS SP8 (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany), or an LSM 880 (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) confocal microscope. Images were processed and mounted using Adobe
Illustrator software.

In vitro live-cell imaging
In vitro live-cell imaging of activated SJL.PLP7 T-cell diapedesis across pMBMECs was performed as previously described
[7, 11, 62]. SJLP.LP7 T cells were resuspended at 1 × 106
cells/ml in T-cell restimulation medium (RPMI-1640, 10% FBS,
2 mM L-glutamine, 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 1 mM nonessential amino acids, 100 U penicillin–streptomycin, 0.05 mM 2mercaptoethanol). Prior the experiment, WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs were stained with 1 μg/ml of nonblocking anti-PECAM1 antibody [23] directly conjugated to Alexa Fluor 555 for 2
hours at 37°C, 5% CO2 . Accumulation of SJLPLP7 cells on WT
or ACKR1–/– pMBMECs in the flow chamber was allowed for
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5 min at a low shear (0.1 dyn/cm2 ), followed by physiological
shear (1.5 dyn/cm2 ) for additional 25 min, for a total recording
time of 30 min. Image acquisition was performed at 63× magnification with an inverted microscope (AxioObserver, Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) with differential interference contrast and
fluorescence illumination using the camera Evolve Delta (Teledyne Photometrics, Tucson, USA). Image frames were recorded
every 25 s. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ software
(ImageJ software, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, USA).
The number of arrested T cells/FOV was manually counted on
the frame following the onset of physiological shear. T-cell postarrest behavior was defined and expressed as fractions of categorized T cells set to 100% as follows: T cells that detached during the observation time (“Detaching”); T cells that remained
immobile with a non-polarized shape (“Stationary”); stationary T cells that actively probed the endothelium (“Probing”);
T cells that continuously crawled on the endothelial surface
(“Crawling”), T cells that crossed pMBMECs with prior probing
or crawling (“Probing+Diapedesis” and “Crawling+Diapedesis”);
T cells that did not fully complete diapedesis events with
prior probing or crawling (“Probing+Incomplete diapedesis” and
“Crawling+Incomplete diapedesis”) accounted for <10% of the
categorized cells and are not shown for visualization reasons. T
cells that crawled out of the FOV were excluded from every category. T-cell crawling tracks were evaluated after manual tracking
of individual T cells using the manual tracking plug-in of ImageJ.
Distance, speed, and forward migration index of crawling tracks
were evaluated using chemotaxis and migration tool (version
2.0, Ibidi, Martinsried, Germany). T-cell diapedesis events were
classified as paracellular or transcellular based on the appearance of the junctional signal: diapedesis events with interruption
of junctional integrity were classified as paracellular; diapedesis
events without interruption of junctional integrity were classified as transcellular. Due to unclear junctional signal, an average
of ∼7% of the T-cell diapedesis events/arrested cells/FOV were
not categorized in TNF-α-stimulated WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs. For the same reason, an average of ∼18% of the T-cell
diapedesis events/arrested cells/FOV were not categorized in IL1β-stimulated WT and ACKR1–/– pMBMECs. Maximum diapedesis
pore size opened by the T cells during the diapedesis events was
manually measured in the Zen software (Blue version, Carl Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany) based on the absence of diffused PECAM1 signal in the diapedesis spot. Diapedesis starting time and total
duration were manually measured based on the first and last
frame in which T cells initiated and completed the diapedesis
event, respectively.
For the set of experiments dedicated to analyze if ACKR1+
pMBMECs specifically favor transcellular T cell diapedesis, pMBMECs were prepared from VE-cadherin-GFP knock-in mice [24],
and IL-1β-stimulated pMBMECs were stained with 38 μg/ml
of the rat-anti-mouse ACKR-1 monoclonal antibody directly
conjugated to Alexa Fluor 647 for 30 minutes at 37°C and 5%
CO2 prior to the imaging. The assays were performed exactly as
outlined above with image frames recorded every 30 seconds for
30 min. Transcellular T cell diapedesis was identified as outlined
www.eji-journal.eu
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above including as additional category positive or negative cell
surface staining for ACKR1.
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